INTRODUCTION
this trilogy, of rural dramas - a cycle so alike in its character and themes,
so diverse in conception and technical resources.
The House ofBernarda Alba, of these plays, is the one which has the
most direct inspiration in reality. In this it is the exact opposite of Blood
Wedding, in which everything is invented except the plot. In Bernard^
everything except the story is inspired by reality. The story was poten-
tially possible in the given setting; the characters are modified, as is
natural, to make the plot possible.
But not a single one of the characters, even those who do not take
part but are merely alluded to, and not a single act of those who serve as
background proceed directly from the poet's imagination. And in spite
of this basic reality, I would say that this is his most artful play and the
one which is most disciplined in technique. In a certain way, it is the
most artistic in its strangeness. His tendency of making female characters
the most important ones in his theatre is accentuated until he produces a
drama of women only.
We have already pointed out other characteristics of this creation - a
creation so singular in its development, combining through a rare
mystery the greatest contention and the greatest violence. Here are a
starkness and intensity such as by another road were achieved by Don
Miguel de Unamuno, whose name we often come across in analysing
Federico's work. Federico's theatre cannot be completely understood if
we do not look to the work of the famous Rector of Salamanca and to
Valle-Inclin's. Though Federico's theatre is never near to the modernist
tone of the latter's work, it conserves its poetic conception, its tone of
tragedy or farce. And it is near to Unamuno's passionate schematism -
but with a touch of Andalusian grace, an avocation for the plastic and
the musical, which the great Basque did not possess.
Bernarda as a drama is characterized not only by the part played by
reality, but by the interpretation of this reality, since the real basis only
provides the artistic matter. In the play I think we may perceive a certain
type of realism - and this is an approach already anticipated in others of
his plays - nearer to die interpretive forms which have been considered
as typically representative of what is Spanish.
In no other work of the author's do we rind with such power the
affirmation of the character of the personages, the defence of their
individuality. Others of his poetic creatures, since they are conceived on
another plane, struggle against their destinies, but at bottom convinced
that it is impossible to overcome the unappeasable forces which play
•with man's fate.
'You have to follow the blood's road...' * When things reach their
centres.. / - there is no one who can stand against them. Certainly this
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